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GMASS is a global database of 544,000+ 
candidates interested in GME
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Presentation Notes
CHRISTASo let’s dive in! As you may be aware, GMASS is a global database of over 544,000 candidates that have raised their hand for schools like you to contact them about your programs. They are sourced from a variety of channels throughout the GMAC ecosystem, downloaded daily for you to purchase.



Benefits of using GMASS

Connect with qualified GME leads at specific stages of the  
recruitment cycle who have chosen to be contacted by schools.

Increase the diversity of your cohort by discovering targeted 
segments from the largest pool of global candidates serious 
about pursuing GME.

Take advantage of the customizable access to the GMASS 
database with over 35 fields to search by, updated daily, and 
with extensive data preparation. 



GMASS by the numbers: Past 12 Months
Global Candidate Pool

New Early Prospect 
opt-ins

New Pre-test 
opt-ins

New GMAT lead 
opt-ins

75k

93.4k

52.4k

North America
50k

Latin America
8.3k

Europe
21.4k

Africa
18.5k

China
23kIndia

63k

Rest of Asia
24.3k

APAC
1.3k
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CHRISTAAs you can see, the GME pipeline is very active, with over 220K total candidates opting into GMASS over the last 12 months, about 6% higher than in September, ongoing signs that GMASS is getting back into 2019 rhythms with candidates opting into the database in order to connect with schools like you.In looking at the whole database, the total available in GMASS today = there are almost 550K candidates that have indicated they’re serious about graduate business school.173K = GMAT244K = Pre-Test126K = Early ProspectsAs you can see, they’re distributed all over the world. North America and Europe are showing some declines from earlier in the year while India, China, Africa, and other parts of Asia showing gains. Before we move on to how these leads are different, I’d like to ask our first poll [LAUNCH POLL]:Which type of GMASS lead do you use the most in your marketing?Early ProspectsPre-TestGMATEqual Pre-Test and TestNot sureThis is always interesting to see where folks invest their marketing dollars and what that may indicate about their approach to recruitment. Let’s see what we can learn from our peers!



Three Lead Types
Which do I choose?

New Early Prospects

Who are they
Early to GMASS, but journey 

stage is unknown

What do you get
Name, location, email

Why these leads
Mid to upper funnel, many 
have accessed GMAT Prep, 
new to GMASS and early to 

receive messages

New Pre-test leads

Who are they
Mid funnel candidates  

What do you get
All data available in GMASS 

that has been provided

Why these leads
They have provided more 

information, are considering 
their options, and are 

influenceable 

New GMAT leads

Who are they
Candidates who have taken 

the GMAT exam 

What do you get
All data available in GMASS 

that has been provided

Why these leads
Their academic aptitude is 

known and are likely to apply 
to schools soon

75k 93.4k 52.4k
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CHRISTAThank you for sharing your thoughts – with that in mind, let’s revisit the three lead types in GMASS today just as a reminder of how the lead types are different and how you might use them different in your strategy.The first group is the early prospects – this group is new to GMASS but they could be anywhere in their journey. What’s great about this group is they are likely mid to upper funnel, many of them have accessed GMAT Prep, and because they’re new to GMASS, they’re also new to schools. These are fresh candidates who likely haven’t heard from your competitors and you can get in front of them with your brand and unique value proposition first.BEST PRACTICE: set up an 8 to 10-email drip campaign where the first half (at least!) are focused on the benefits of pursuing a graduate business degree. Send every 14 days and if a candidate takes an action, move them to another school nurture that is more targeted. If they get through the whole nurture without taking any action, send the SAME email series, but with different subject lines. Read the success story from University of California, Irvine on the GMASS resources page for more details.[CLICK] The next group is the pre-test leads. These are in the consideration phase and may or may not have registered for the GMAT exam. These candidates are sharing information like their preferred program of study, where they want to study, and what their plans are after b school so you can be hyper focused on candidates that align with what your program has to offer. Additionally, these candidates are still sorting through their options. This is a great population where you actually have a greater chance of conversion as they are less likely to have firmed up their decision making.BEST PRACTICE: Since this is an influenceable group, don’t forget to reach out to those candidates who have indicated “Undecided” or “Did not respond” – this might be a good way to get your message to them before a competitor does. Don’t forget to check whether they have a GMAT date in the download file – this means they are getting ready to take the exam so be sure they’re thinking of your program when they go take the test and choose which programs to send their scores to.[CLICK]Last, our post-test or GMAT tested leads. As you may have guessed, this is the group of candidates that have received a score for at least one GMAT exam, whether that’s Online or Test Center-based. This group is ready to apply to programs, you have a good indication of how they’ll perform in your program, and they are the most ready and defined audience you can connect with. BEST PRACTICE: use all the information available on these candidates (and not just in email! Text, call, and retarget on social channels) – they are the most qualified and very likely the most committed as they have taken a high stakes exam. Take a look at their employers (available in the download file) or their desired industry / function. This is the set of candidates that are likely to apply in the next 1 – 3 months so make your strongest case now.If you have any questions about these groups of candidates, feel free to post them in the Q&A box and we can discuss them later in the webinar.  



Getting Started
Search smart for fresh connections!

Never miss the most current leads 
by creating a GMASS recurring 
search for all of your programs. 
Get fresh leads weekly, bi-weekly, 
monthly, or quarterly!

Find more candidates by 
increasing age range or years of 
work experience (only pick one!).

Increase your search results by 
selecting “Undecided” and “Did 
not respond”. Your messaging 
can help them decide (and choose 
you in the process)!

When candidates update their 
profile, you get upgrades for 
free! Come back to GMASS to get 
more intel on candidates you’ve 
already purchased.

1

4

2

3
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PAULA – CHRISTA TO ADVANCE SLIDES/POLLSRecurring searchesIt takes time to set up your perfect search for your desired set of candidates – make it easier to repeat your searches by making them recurring! This is a great strategy for you to get the freshest leads, potentially ahead of your peers, and keeps your lead gen pipeline “always on.” We’ve seen success with schools that set up one recurring search per program or perhaps one per region, depending on how you segment your leads. You can set a budget cap so you don’t need to worry about overspending and you can update your parameters at any time if you want to iterate. This is that great ongoing proactive pipeline of those candidates you always want to hear from and you can still do one-time searches for individual events or other reactions to seasonal performance.[CLICK] Next, the best way to find more candidates is by thinking hard about your preferred age range. Where are your literal dealbreakers vs where are you a bit more flexible? Increasing this range will help you find more candidates. I’ve seen schools choose both age range as well as years of work experience – while these two fields often overlap, it’s best to just pick one.This may be obvious, but remember that GMASS candidates, particularly pre-test candidates, are considering their options. [LAUNCH POLL]Do you search for candidates who have stated:UndecidedDid not respondBothNeither[CLICK] with that in mind, choosing these pre-test candidates that have stated “undecided” or haven’t yet responded to the prompt for information is a great way to find more candidates and help them choose your program. If they’re open to suggestions on what they should choose, give them the information they need about your program that will give them direction or guidance.And lucky for you [CLICK] upgrades are free with GMASS. So if one of your candidates updates their “undecided” with a “Master in Finance,” we’ll get that information over to you at no charge.Hopefully, we’ve given you some tactics to get the most out of your GMASS lead purchases and as always, feel free to reach out to me if you’d like additional advice or guidance. We want you to be successful with GMASS so let me ask you think [LAUNCH POLL];Do you have a clear path to ROI (or return-on-investment) with GMASS leads?YesNoNot sureGreat – lots of opportunity there and please stay tuned as I’m focused on sharing more and more stories over the next year on schools that can share their strategies with you on maximizing the data in the download file to get the greatest return. And speaking of the greatest return, it helps when you have an idea of what that means regarding lead generation as opposed to other recruitment efforts.In thinking about your GMASS list performance, how do you measure ROI with GMASS leads?Leads (those GMASS leads that engage with you and become “your” lead)Start applicationComplete applicationEnrollHow interesting – of course, we’re all in this game for enrollments, but from my perspective, GMASS’s goal is to get you the most applications started that we possibly can so YOU can choose which ones will contribute to your strongest cohort. I’ve been working with a number of schools and sometimes we uncover other opportunities for conversion – for example, how long is your application form? Is it optimized for mobile? GMASS can’t help get candidates through a difficult application experience, but we can endeavor to provide candidates that walk themselves up to your door. That’s where these tricks on searching and our recommendations on best practices come into play – I’ll hand this back to Christa to take a quick look at Gen Z, those candidates that are finishing college and entering the workforce now. (Internal: age 9 – 24)



3 Takeaways for 
Gen Z Marketing

It takes 7 times for a 
message to sink in. Use 

their “5 screens” to 
ensure you cut through 

the noise.

Segment and 
personalize, otherwise 

they’re unlikely to 
engage.

Keep them at the 
center of the story and 

keep it real.
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PAULAWe hear a lot about Gen Z these days as they’re working their way through college and have just started entering the workforce. Their childhood was quite different from prior generations, which generates some trends that will be helpful to consider when crafting your outreach strategy. While we’re thinking of this young audience, quick question:How many times in 12 months do you contact your GMASS leads?1 – 2 times3 – 5 times6 – 10 times10+ timesThis generation lives and breathes technology, on all sorts of channels. It takes 7 times for a message to sink in so use email, social media (multiple), text – it’s highly unlikely that you will be “overcommunicating” with them and remember, you’re asking for a huge investment of time and money from them so a single email isn’t going to cut it.



Don’t forget!

1. You have access to your GMASS leads for 12 months. Communicate with 
them via email, social (multiple), phone/text, etc. at least 7 times.

2. We share all the available candidate information post-purchase so use 
search filters sparingly. The download file includes a candidate’s current 
employer, their GMAT registration date, and more. Use as much of this information 
as you can to personalize your message.

3. At the very least, segment your lists by lead type. Early Prospects, Pre-Test 
leads, and GMAT leads are all in different stages of their journey. The more you 
personalize, the more likely they are to respond to you.

4. Recurring searches are the best way to get leads before your 
competitors. Set a budget cap so you can feel confident you’ll stay within budget. 
Contact us for help on identifying the right population for recurring searches – we 
have lots of ideas and know what works.

5. Set goals around your campaigns/list buys and check in frequently. How 
many applications did you get? How tight was your message? How can you make 
tweaks on our campaigns to increase conversion? Not sure how to start? We got 
you – email us at GMACConnect@gmac.com. 

mailto:GMACConnect@gmac.com


For more best 
practices to maximize 
your GMASS leads, 
contact us!

Contact us at GMACConnect@gmac.com
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PAULAIn the last few minutes we have, we’ll take a look at some of the questions that have come in throughout the webinar and address as many as we have time for.Thank you for your time today and hope you’ve learned some new best practices with GMASS that will help you get the most out of the leads you engage with, AND that you are as excited as we are about our new insights on candidates to contribute to an even stronger marketing strategy in the Fall. Feel free to reach out to me or Christa with any questions you have. And one last reminder, if you wouldn’t mind, there’s a short two-question poll right after this that would be so helpful for you to complete.Have a great day, everyone!
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